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Abstract: The present invention features compositions and methods related to truncated mutants of ST6GalNAc1. In particular, the invention features truncated human, mouse, and chicken ST6GalNAc1 polypeptides. The invention also features nucleic acids encoding such truncated polypeptides, as well as vectors, host cells, expression systems, and methods of expressing and using such polypeptides.
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BOX III. OBSERVATIONS WHERE UNITY OF INVENTION IS LACKING

Group I claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10.
Group II claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 12.
Group III claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 14.
Group IV claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of delta35 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group V claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of delta72 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group VI claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of delta109 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group VII claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of delta33 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group VIII claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of delta170 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group IX claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of delta232 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group X claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of delta272 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XI claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 28.
Group XII claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 30.
Group XIII claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 32.
Group XIV claim(s) 1, 4-7, 8, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide of delta225 of chicken sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XV claim(s) 1 and 2, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide lacking all or portion of signal domain and transmembrane domain.

Group XVI claim(s) 1, 2 and 3, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polypeptide lacking all or portion of signal domain, transmembrane domain and stem domain.
Group XVII claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 10.
Group XVIII claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 12.
Group XIX claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 14.
Group XX claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of delta35 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XXI claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of delta72 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XXII claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of delta109 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XXIII claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of delta133 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XXIV claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of delta170 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XXV claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of delta232 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XXVI claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of delta272 of human sequence of Fig. 31.
Group XXVII claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 28.
Group XXVIII claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 30.
Group XXIX claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of SEQ ID NO: 32.
Group XXX claim(s) 9-17, drawn to an isolated truncated ST6galNAcI polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide of delta225 of chicken sequence of Fig. 31.
Group, XXXI claim(s) 18-23, drawn to a method of catalyzing the transfer of a sialic acid moiety to an acceptor moiety. The inventions listed as Groups I - XXXI do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule 13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons: The polypeptide of Group I-XVI and polynucleotide of Group XVII-XXX are each unrelated and chemically distinct entities. The only shared technical feature of these groups is that they all relate to polynucleotide encoding a polypeptide ST6GaINAcI. However, this shared technical feature is not a “special technical feature” as defined by PCT Rule 13.2 as it does not define a contribution over the art. GenBank Accession No. NM_002456 ("Homo sapiens mucin 1 cell surface associated (MUC1), transcript variant 1, mRNA", created 3/24/1999) teach a DNA encoding a ST6GaINAcI polypeptide, which is known in the art. Thus, a ST6GaINAcI polypeptide does not make contribution over the prior art.